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Macedonia and abroad. At the same time, we organise events aimed at representing
and promoting other cultures in Macedonia and encourage intercultural dialogue.
Founded in 2009, DMWC operates from its premises in Alzirska Street in Taftalidze.
Four times a year we publish Macedonia Welcome Centre Magazine that focuses on
cultural, historical and tourist information of interest to the international community
and highlights some of the DMWC activities. We run classes and organise activities
serving the needs of the international community and offering it additional learning,
teaching and socialising opportunities.
As a socially responsible NGO, DMWC is committed to charitable activities, especially
for the benefit of vulnerable children in Macedonia, and provides volunteering
opportunities for members of the international community.
DMWC is financed by donations, sales of MWC Magazine, and its commercial services which include:
a “Discover Macedonia” tailor-made tours in rural Macedonia, with an emphasis
on establishing links between expats and local communities, organised upon requests from
groups and institutions by Emilija Miladinova Avramcheva, DMWC President;
a Organisation of exhibitions, readings and other cultural events at DMWC premises
and other locations by Emilija Miladiniva Avramcheva, DMWC President;
a Editing and proof reading by Lyubov Gurjeva, PhD;
a Professional writing coaching by Lyubov Gurjeva, PhD;
a Creative art workshops for adults and children, including children with special needs
by the artist Zaneta Gelevska Veljanovska;
a Self-Defense and fitness workshops for children and adults, individuals and
organizations by Emil Jotov and Beatriz Boche;
a Grafic and web design by Emil Jotov, BA;
a Integral yoga and meditation workshops by Irina Gjorgieva;
a Creative writing workshops with writer, publisher and cultural manager Robert
Alagjozovski;
a Cultural management workshops with writer, publisher and cultural manager Robert
Alagjozovski;
a “My Macedonia” lectures by Ida Manton, MA in International Relations and Diplomacy;
a Professional negotiations workshops for diplomats and businessmen who operate in
international environments with Ida Manton, MA in International Relations and Diplomacy;
a Communications and public relations seminars with Ida Manton, MA in International
Relations and Diplomacy.

Editorial

Enjoy the Beauty of Macedonia
As Much As You Can!

T

his month DMWC
marks its fifth
a n n i v e r s a r y.
The past five years
have been marked by
active work, and the
Centre has emerged
as a place for the
interaction of the
foreigners temporarily
living and working
in Macedonia with
by Emilija Miladinova
the local intellectual
Avramcheva
elite and other local
President of
“Dobredojde” Macedonia communities.
Welcome Centre
Inspired by the
autumn,
DMWC
organized a visit to
Mount Pelister with an overnight stay at
Villa Dihovo, which probably is the cosiest
tourist inn found in Macedonia. We hiked
to the peak of the mountain, where
two beautiful glacial lakes named the
Eyes of Pelister are located. To all those
fond of nature and wilderness, I warmly
recommend to visit Pelister and enjoy its
untouched nature. Enjoy the hospitality of
Pece and his family, the owners of Villa
Dihovo, and their delicious meals prepared
from own organically produced food,
together with locally made wine and beer.
Autumn is the time which offers many
opportunities to visit other National Parks
such as Mavrovo and Galichica, as well as
the wild-life hunting sanctuary Jasen near
Skopje. Soon, DMWC will organise a visit
to Jasen. Do not miss it.
The rest of Macedonia isn’t less beautiful
in the autumn. The scent of autumn is in
the air. Its flavours and colours are unique.
Wherever you go or whoever you visit,
you will find Macedonians getting ready
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

for the winter: preparing the so-called
zimnica, winter food supplies such as
ajvar, pickles, tomato sauce, marmalade,
slatko jams, fruit juices, wine and rakija,
which are an integral part of their diet in
the winter when fresh food products are
scarce and very expensive.
October 11 is a national Holiday in
Macedonia. On this day we will mark the
anniversary of the uprising of the people of
Macedonia against the fascist occupation
in 1941. This bright moment of our history
is engraved in our memories. October 11
is the symbol that defines Macedonians
as part of the allied anti-fascist forces
in World War II, and we are proud of
that. This shows that, even though they
had no state of their own at that time,
Macedonians stood up and joined the
right side, the side fighting for freedom
and democracy.

I would also like to use
this opportunity to remind
our readers that they
can receive information
about our services and
activities, by joining our
mailing list and becoming
a “Friend of DMWC”.
Registration at
www.dmwc.org.mk is free.
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Editorial

Autumn:
the Ultimate Cultural Season

I

n this column I
have written about
autumn as the
season of national
holidays.
Several
important
historical
dates for Macedonia’s
independence fall on
the autumn months.
I have also written
about the colours
of autumn and the
by Robert abundance of its fruits.
Alagjozovski
This time, let me remind
cultural manager,
literary critic you that Macedonian
autumn is also rich in
spectacular
festivals
and other cultural events. You should not
miss them.
Since its establishment in 1976 the Young
and Open Theatre (MOT in Macedonian)
became the biggest and most prestigious
festival of its kind in the country. Each
September, dozens of theatre companies
from all over the world present on the
stages of the Youth Cultural Centre in
Skopje the newest trends, developments,
innovations
and
experiments
in
contemporary theatre. MOT has built
its own identity among the Macedonian
theatre critics and especially among its
audiences. The so called MOT-ovska
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publika, MOT audiences, consistently
attend all the shows, filling every single
seat in the house, and stay on long into
the night to discuss the performances.
Over the years, MOT has built its image
by presenting and fostering different
trends in the theatre. Each year the
festival is conceptualized around a certain
motto, trend or idea. For years the festival
has been presenting deconstructions,
contemporary
interventions,
new
interpretations of ancient dramas and
world classics. During the period of wars
and conflicts in the region it promoted the
idea of peace and cooperation. At the break
of the millennium it investigated the crossover and crossroads theatrical forms. For
many years MOT was the only festival at
which different types of street and circus
performances were staged in the central
square of Skopje and surrounding streets.
Fireworks, big spectacles, technological
monsters, jugglers and fire-eaters, were
spreading the word and attracting new
audiences to the festival events.
It has become a tradition to time the
closing of MOT festival to coincide with
the opening of the Skopje White Night, a
city-wide all-night-long event that takes
place on the last Saturday of September.
Lasting just one night, Skopje White Night
has a scope of a festival combining artistic
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events from all genres and amazing the
public by the use of ever new media.
Manaki
Brothers
International
Cinematographers’ Film Festival is held
in Bitola in the middle of October. The
festival’s remarkable profile is attractive to
both film professionals and film aficionados
from all over the world, but it is also famous
for the hospitality of Bitola residents. The
town hosts several hundred cameramen,
directors, screenwriters, actors, and
other filmmakers inspired by the work of
the first Balkan cinematographers. The
main part of the Festival’s program is
the Official Competition of Long Feature
Films which is open to recent European
and world productions. The cameramen of
these films compete for Golden, Silver and
Bronze Cameras 300. The
Festival is also renowned
for its Life Achievement
Award – a Golden Camera
300 awarded to world‘s
leading cameramen.
The
Skopje
Jazz
Festival has been taking
place in Skopje at the
end of October since
1982. It is an institution
that continues to grow.
Even though it promotes
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

a genre which at first glance looks distant
from the local culture and tradition, it
attracts a very large audience and has
built a reputation as a prestigious festival
not only in the Republic of Macedonia,
but also in the Balkans and in Europe.
Throughout its history the festival has
hosted prominent figures of the jazz
world such as John McLaughlin, Ornette
Coleman, Herbie Hancock, Joe Zawinul,
Chick Corea, Stanley Clarke, Tito
Puente,
Anthony
Braxton,
Ray
Charles,
Rabih
Abou-Khalil,
Gotan
Project, Maria Joao, Al Di Meola, Youssou
N’Dour and many more. The festival is
part of the European jazz network and
the European forum of World music
festivals.
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Grape Harvest (Grozdober)
in Tikvesh Region

Freshly
picked
Vranec
grapes

By Ida Manton

E

very year the grape producers
celebrate the completion of the
whole cycle of grape growing,
ripening and harvesting. Once
the grapes are picked they will
be used for making various products wine, brandy, liqueurs, preserves, madjun
(grape honey) and in some houses you
might even find the traditionally made
rejchel.
The grapes are harvested usually in
August and September, but the owners
have to monitor the situation closely
and decide when a particular grape type
should be picked, depending on the sugar
and acid content, the weather conditions
and the storage capacity of the family or
the winery. A lot of the small family grape
producers sell their grapes in bulk, and if
you are in the Tikvesh region around the
harvest time you will see a lot of tractors
lining up at the various collection points
to sell their annual harvest. If it starts
raining a day or two before the harvest
the grapes will be fuller and heavier, but
their sugar content will be low, which in

8
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places like Macedonia is not a very big
issue in general since most of the grapes
are high on sugar, but it depends what are
the grapes intended for.
Kavadarci and Negotino have Grape
Harvest
celebrations
(Grozdober)
sometime in mid September. This year
Kavadarci had its Grozdober between
13-15 September and it included a wine
carnival, children’s carnival, bohemian
evenings, dancing and music. Negotino
has something like a fair, very crowded
and loud. All the locals attend. However,
as much as it might be interesting for
them, for people outside the Tikvesh
region (or the country) it is not really a
very interesting event. I have been hoping
that over the years these festivals will
become more culturally defining, with
some medieval parts, with an educational
programme, some good substance to the
events. A lot of work has to be done in
these small towns before they become a
tourist attraction like the grape harvest
festivals in Italy, Spain and other parts of
the world.
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Rolling hills in Tikvesh region

To start with, maybe next year on these
festivals we will not see cheap random
things being sold, from notebooks to
plastic slippers and clothes, but a farmers
market with local produce in some relation
to the grape harvest, for instance wine and
brandy. That would already change the
character of these festivals in Macedonia
and make them a memorable experience
for those who attend. It might also inspire
the local population to offer their produce
and start up a family business.
If you want to take part in the grape
harvest you need to know a person who
knows a person who has a vineyard....
there is still nothing organised, or if there
is, it is not well publicised.
Also, if you want to buy some of the
homemade artisan produce you will
have to start discovering the Tikvesh
region villages and meet some babas
(grandmas) who will offer their specialties.
I would highly recommend some of
the grape preserves (slatko) as well as
rejchel (pronounced like Rachael, which
in Turkish means fruit preserve in general,
but this is not just any preserve but a
specialty of the Tikvesh region made out
of grapes, pumpkin, eggplants and some
other mysterious ingredients). None of
these can be found in the commercial
stores.
Then, we get to the main thing grapes
are famous for - the WINE! We are very
lucky with the few boutique wineries that
have been opened in Macedonia in the
last 15 years. The variety is satisfactory
and the quality is improving. Macedonian

Afus Ali grapes just before the harvest

wines nowadays have become a brand
that is being recognized by wine lovers in
Europe.
In September and October in almost
every house you will see big tanks with
fermenting grapes. People make their
home wines, and whatever is left is distilled
into rakija (brandy). The rakija culture
here has not got the same upswing as it
has in Serbia and Bosnia in the last decade.
It is still assumed that if it is domashna
(homemade), then it is of a good quality,
which only occasionally is the case. Rarely
would you find connoisseurs who use
good quality grapes, know in advance
what they are aiming for and are able to
consistently provide the same rakija.
Now the season is over, the grapes are
fermenting and we can only hope the
next season will be even better. In the
meantime enjoy a glass of good wine or
rakija with good company. Na zdravje!

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k
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The Golden Path to Eternity

M

acedonia is famous for
its rich cultural heritage.
It
has
extraordinary
archaeological findings
from all periods of human
history. But it shares the predicament of
several other countries that have their
most precious artefacts dwelling in other
nations’ capitals. This is the case with the
golden masks from Trebenista near Ohrid.
Two golden masks were discovered during
World War One by Bulgarian soldiers
and taken to Sofia, where they are still
exhibited in the National Museum. Two
more were found later, in the 1930s, by
the then ruling Yugoslav authorities and
were placed in the Belgrade National
Museum. Macedonian archaeologists were
frustrated, but their instinct was saying
that there were more precious artefacts
to be unearthed. And then, as in a good
movie, the fifth mask was discovered,
although not in Trebenista, but in a tomb
at the utmost royal site of Macedonia,
at Gorna Porta (Upper Gate) in the
Ohrid Fortress. Another tomb, without
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a mask, but with many precious objects
was discovered nearby a few years later,
proving the importance of the burial site.
A golden mask, a golden hand, and
numerous other golden, silver, bronze,
amber and ceramic items associated with
royalty and nobility were discovered. The
body in the tomb belonged to a young
female. Particularly impressive was the
set of gold foil items, all decorated in the
same manner with interlinked lines in the
shape of number eight. The golden foil
in the shape of eye-glasses is likely to
have been placed over the eyes of the
deceased woman. The golden rhomboid
plate was on her mouth and a big discoid
plate decorated with a rosette covered
the heart. A wide golden belt covered
the upper abdomen. Besides these, two
golden earrings with conical granulated
pendants were discovered near the head.
Four bronze and silver bracelets with
snake heads would have been placed on
her arms and two bronze spiral anklets
on the legs. It was clear that the female
buried there had the highest social rank.
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But why was such treasure placed in the
tomb, and was there any secret behind
this?

All these golden items were obviously not
merely decorative, but had a function to
protect the face and the upper part of the
body. According to some archaeologists,
covering the body with skilfully executed
golden sheets in the shape of a mask or
body part covers are related to a complex
concept of immortality. The artistic
value of golden artefacts testifies to a
sophisticated ancient Macedonian culture.
The necropolis discovered near Trebeniste

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

has yielded a wide spectrum of remarkably
rich funeral accessories including vessels,
goblets, silver rhytons, decorated helmets,
cuirasses, shields and swords alongside
the famous golden masks. These findings
point to the existence of a mighty dynasty
that ruled over a bigger territory and lasted
for centuries. Funeral masks and gold leaf
plates have been found at other sites of
ancient Macedonia as well: in Beranci near
Bitola, in Eani in Greece, near Gevgelija,
near Thessaloniki, etc. They were part of
the funeral cult of Macedonian tribes.
Is there a connection between
Macedonian masks and the more ancient
Phoenician masks? What about the famous
Mycenaean masks? There are some
scholars who believe that this funerary cult
came to Macedonia from Egypt via Crete,
connecting it with the legend of Minos
and his search for Daedalus. But because
of the huge chronological distances, the
most logical explanation is that the people
living in distant territories independently
came to similar solutions for similar needs.
The question about the origin of other
funerary objects was easier to answer.
During the Archaic period to which the
burials belong, Corinth was the centre
of bronze manufacturing that traded
with kingdoms on the “barbarous”
periphery. So the bronze vessels (such
as craters decorated with a frieze of
horsemen or cows) found in Trebeniste
were manufactured in Corinth, whereas
the silver rhythons and skyphoi are
believed to have come from the eastern
Mediterranean. They were manufactured
in the Ionic-Persian style appealing to the
taste of the local population. The elaborate
jewellery can be traced to the workshops
on Chalcidice. Similar designs continued
to be popular even up until the time of the
famous Philip II.
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Belasica:
the Southern Beauty

B

elasica is the southern-most
Macedonian mountain ridge.
It is located in the border area
and shared with north-western
Greece and south-western
Bulgaria. Despite its southern position its
ridges are covered with snow most of the
year, for which the mountain got its name.
Both Slavic and Thracian toponyms point
to its white gleaning snow-clad peaks.
During antiquity the name of Belasica was
Orbelos. According to ancient authors,
it was a mountain range in the border
area between Thrace and Macedonia.
The name Orbelos is probably derived
from the ancient Thracian/Paionian words
or, “mountain”, and belos, “blazing” or
“shining”.
Situated just northeast of Dojran Lake,
the mountain range is about 60 km long
and 7 to 9 km wide. Tourists swimming
in the warm lake are moved by the sight
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of high ridges and restless storm clouds
above them. The highest point is Radomir
(Kalabak) at 2,029m, with elevation
otherwise ranging between 300 and
1900m above sea level. The borders of
all three countries meet at Tumba Peak.
The climate in the area shows a strong
Mediterranean influence. In 2003 the
area of Belasica became a Euro-region,
envisioning good cross-border relations.
Belasica Mountains attract many visitors,
seekers of hidden treasures and lovers of
the wild. The Mountain is rich in water
and has several astounding waterfalls.
The most popular waterfalls are Smolare
and Kolesino. Smolare Falls is the tallest
with water falling from the height of
39.5 metres. The waterfall is part of the
Lomnica River and is located deep in
Belasica at the elevation of 630 metres.
Surrounded by 100-year-old beech trees,
its waters crash down the smooth black
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rock face. Kolesino falls gently run down
the stone cliffs nested in the forest at the
height of 19 metres splitting into multiple
streams only to join together again into
the river below. Kolesino waterfall is
situated at the elevation of 610 meters on
the Baba River surrounded by maple trees
and stone cliffs.
The area is also famous for the battle
of Kleidion/Kluc, which in 1014 ended
the decades-long confrontation between
the Byzantine Emperor Basil II and Tsar
Samoil. On July 29th, 1014, the Byzantine
army met with the forces of Tsar Samoil in
the narrow Kleidion pass, where Belasica
and Ograzdhen mountain ranges meet (on
the modern-day border between Bulgaria
and Macedonia). The battle was the
beginning of the end of the kingdom of
Tsar Samoil, and thus may be seen as an
event of broad significance in the history of
Southeastern Europe. Samoil constructed
a palisade and a ditch across the pass,
and the Byzantines were initially set back
by these strong defences. However, part
of the Byzantine army managed to cross
the high Belasica Mountains to the south

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

of Kleidion, and surprised Samoil’s force
from the rear. Surrounded, the warriors
panicked and an all-out defeat ensued,
with Samoil barely escaping alive. The
Byzantines followed up on their success
by taking control of the Belasica valley
and besieging the strategically vital city of
Strumica.
It is the aftermath of this battle, however,
which has most deeply entrenched itself
in the popular imagination. Following
his victory, Basil II ordered all 14,000
prisoners of war to be blinded, leaving one
man out of every hundred with one eye
in order to lead his fellow-soldiers home.
According to the historian John Skylitzes,
writing almost a century after the battle,
Samoil went into a cardiac arrest upon
seeing his blinded army, and died two
days later. Today’s toponyms remind of
that time. There is a little village just a
few kilometres away from Strumica where
according to the local peasants Basil II
blinded his captives – its Slavic name
translates literally as “eyes are taken out“
– Vodoca.
The village of Bansko, that is today
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famous for its spas, sits atop the ancient
village of Termitza burnt by Byzantine
soldiers. Old men sitting in coffee
houses gossip about Byzantine gold
hidden on the slopes of Belasica. Many
local folktales are related to the towers
that are situated above the village and
called “tsar’s towers”, after Tsar Samoil.
The most popular is the tale of Struma,
the daughter of Tsar Samoil. She fell in
love with the leader of the enemy army,
and told him how to enter the fortress.
Shocked by the betrayal, her father laid
a curse on her so that she might never
find peace after death and her body be
dug out of the ground nine times. A stone
tomb in the vicinity of the village of Banica
is still referred to as Struma’s tomb.
As another legend has it, the tomb of
Alexander the Great is hidden somewhere
in the mountains of Belasica, and its gate,
sealed by millennial curse, will open 1000
years after the blinding of Samoil’s soldiers.
The legend denies Samoil’s fateful defeat
at the hands of the Byzantines. According
to it, Samoil’s soldiers wanted to safeguard
Alexander’s tomb from the enemy, and
were blinded by the shine of the gold they
saw in the tomb. When Basil II reached
14
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the tomb, he found the blinded army.
From the ridges of Belasica one can
see picturesque landscapes of massive
mountains sheltering small villages and
farms, where wares are still transported
to local markets by horse-carts. In many
ways, the land and its people have
changed very little over the last thousand
of years, and that keeps alive old stories
about the ancient gold hidden here.
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Art Classes and Workshops
with Zaneta Gelevska-Veljanoska

Twice a month on Thursdays from 11 to 14, DMWC hosts the Art Class with the
artist Zaneta Gelevska-Veljanoska. Enthusiastic participants with and without prior
experience are welcome!
Creative workshops for children have been part of DMWC International Charity
Bazaars. Art workshops for children and adults may be organised in DMWC and at
other locations upon request.

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k
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Skenderbeg:
the Figure That Unites

By Robert Alagjozovski

The monument to the heroic Gjergj
Kastrioti-Skenderbeg erected in a small
square bearing his name is one of the
most intriguing touristic sites in Skopje.
The representation of the medieval hero
differs markedly from the statues in the
main city square. Although built only a
few years earlier, it belongs to another
era. Skenderbeg is primarily associated
with the Albanian heritage, but there
seems to be a wide consensus that his
leadership qualities are just as much in
demand today as 600 years ago.
In 2006, the massive bronze statue was
unveiled in the square on 28 November,
Albanian Independence Day in front
of several thousands of enthusiastic
spectators. The mass event in Skopje’s
Central District sent a message of
unity not only among Albanians but of
everyone in Macedonia. Many more had
already welcomed the nearly six-meterhigh equestrian figure created by Tirana
sculptor Tomo Tomai along its route from
Tirana to Skopje that passed through the
majority of the larger towns in western
Macedonia. Skenderbeg is such a powerful
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unifying figure for modern-day Albanians,
because his figure fully embodies the code
of modern Albanian identity drawing on
both Christian and Muslim elements.
Back in 1443, on 28 November, Kastrioti
abandoned his Ottoman masters and
began his quest to unite feuding Albanian
princes under the black two-headed eagle
banner that now is the Albanian state flag.
Historians regard his story as a classic
underdog narrative: the out-of-nowhere
leader who united the patchwork of
Albanian feudal principalities into a force
capable of resisting the most fearsome
military machine of the era. Kastrioti
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reached manhood at the time when
Europe looked on aghast as an obscure
Turkish tribe burst out from its Anatolian
heartland to annex great stretches of land
both in the east and in the west, all the
way to the Adriatic. By 1430 the Ottomans
had conquered Albania, only to be pushed
back in the 1440s when Kastrioti rallied
the feudal lords to fight back. With
the forces under his command rarely
exceeding 20,000 men, Kastrioti held back
the empire for a quarter of a century. In
1450 he defeated an army led by Sultan
Murad II and twice held off the army of
Murad’s son, Mehmed II, conqueror of
Constantinople. Before turning against
the Turks, Kastrioti had been a loyal
commander in the Ottoman forces. Perhaps
by Sultan Murad himself, in appreciation of
his tactical genius, he was granted the title
Iskender Bey (Lord Alexander), soon to be
corrupted into the familiar Skenderbeg.
Skenderbeg’s successes soon caught
the eye of Venice, Naples, and the Papal
states, wealthy territories who themselves
felt threatened by the growing Ottoman
power across the Adriatic. The Albanian
warrior played his hand with a good deal of
political and diplomatic skill in his dealings
with the three Italian states. Hoping to
strengthen and expand the last Christian
bridgehead in the Balkans, they provided
Skenderbeg with money, supplies, and,
occasionally, with troops, and flatteringly
titled him Athleta Christi, or Champion of
Christ. But Albanian resistance collapsed
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

after Skanderbeg’s natural death in 1468,
and the Ottomans had reoccupied the
country by 1506.
Skenderbeg’s name has been invoked
throughout Albanian history to inspire unity
and the sense of common identity. Yet a
great number of scholars have stressed
the importance of avoiding anachronistic
notions of nationality or statehood
when speaking of medieval Albania and
Macedonia. While corroborating the story
of Skenderbeg as a brilliant commander
and inspiring leader, scholars claim that his
success was in no way due only to uniting
all Albanians. Arguably, large numbers
of Macedonians and representatives of
other ethnicities were an integral part
of Skenderbeg’s forces. He therefore
was a true regional leader whose
accomplishments resonate wider than the
history of one nation. Even at the personal
level Skenderbeg represents local ethnic
interconnectedness, his mother being the
daughter of a nobleman of Slavic origin
from the present-day Tetovo area. Adding
to the intercultural intellectual ferment
surrounding the figure of Skenderbeg, Dragi
Mihajlovski, Professor of English Literature
at the University of Skopje, in his book
Mojot Skenderbey (My Skenderbeg)
presents 13 stories of ordinary people
who are moved or preoccupied by their
connection with the medieval hero.
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Eternal Abode
of the Hermit
Hidden in the colourful oak forest just
above the town of Kriva Palanka and just
off the picturesque road to Bulgaria, lies
one of the most beautiful monasteries
in the Balkans, Saint Joakim Osogovski.
The visitor may wonder which is more
inspiring: the town shaped by the curved
path of the Kriva Reka (Curved River) or
the monastery with its fine architecture
and breathtaking views. The monastery
is dedicated to the hermit and miracle
worker Saint Joakim, a disciple of Saint
Jovan of Rila.
The legend has it that in the 11th
century the three hermits who would later
be known as Joakim Osogovski, Prohor
Pcinski and Gavril Lesnovski, followed
in the footsteps of the first monk Jovan,
who lived several decades earlier and
spread monastic life and Christianity in
what today is north-eastern Macedonia.
Today the four monasteries dedicated
to these saints lie within a circle with a
radius of no more than 100 km, but are
divided between three states - Macedonia,
Bulgaria and Serbia. All four contribute
to the rich spiritual life in the area and
constitute tremendously important shared
cultural heritage.
According to another legend, after the
Normans entered Macedonia in 1081 and
took over Skopje and its surroundings,
the hermit Joakim, who used to live in
the plains, felt a need to look for a more
remote dwelling. He found monastic
solitude in a cave near Kriva Reka. There
he lived a life of fast and prayers, and was
honoured by the local people as a holy
person. When he died in 1105, two hunters
buried him near his cave. The monastery
was founded on that spot later in the 12th
18
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century. Although there are no remains of
the original building, archaeologists have
traced its foundations. The hagiography of
Joakim Osogovski dates the founding of
the monastery to the reign of Byzantine
Emperor Manuel I Komnenos (11431180), when the priest Theodore became
a monk, assumed the name Theophan,
and founded the monastery devoted to
one of the first Christian hermits from
the area. The monastery bore the name
Sarandopor of Byzantine origin referring
to the many curves of the river.
The Church of the Holy Mother of
God, the smaller church in today’s
monastery complex, got its present look
in the 13th century. It is a small onenave church with a cruciform base and
a porch. This building is constructed in
the well-known Byzantine manner of
the time with rows of bricks and stones
alternating with thick layers of mortar.
The monastery has a rich history.
Not only was it honoured by the local
population, but also visited by many
important medieval historical figures who
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believed in its miraculous powers. The
historical chronicles record the visit of
the Bulgarian Tsar Kaloyan (1196-1207).
In the year 1330 the rising Serbian king
Stefan Decanski came here to pray before
the battles in Velbuzd (today’s town of
Kjustendil, in Bulgaria, just on the other
side of the mountain) against Tsar Manuel
Sisman. The Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II,
visited the monastery in 1463 on his way
to conquer Bosnia.
But this place of God has faced many
tragedies, too. After the Ottomans
conquered the area, the local population
lost its economic power and could no
longer support the monastery. The monks
from Joakim Osogovski were forced to turn
to Dubrovnik for assistance to maintain
the monastery after their own funds
were depleted. A century later, in 1586,
when the monastery sustained a serious
damage from an earthquake, Kjustendil
Metropolitan Visarion turned as far as
Moscow for help. After the rebuilding in
the middle of the seventeenth century
(1643), this monastery entered its
most prosperous period. When in 1686
Archbishop Arsenie III from Veles came
here, he was enthralled by the richness
and beauty of the monastery. Having
made an inventory of all the property,
he laid a curse on anybody attempting to
plunder it.
The heyday of the monastery did not
last long. After the Karpos uprising of 1689
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

following the Austrian offensive against the
Ottomans the monastery was put on fire
by the authorities, as a retribution against
the rebellious population. In the following
centuries its renewal was repeatedly
obstructed by the Ottoman authorities.
The later church in the complex was
built in 1847 upon the initiative of Hadji
Stefan Beglikcijata by Andrea Damjanov,
the most famous builder in the Balkans
at the time. Damjanov demonstrated
an extraordinary understanding of
the complex processes of design and
construction. He created a monumental
three-nave basilica with two rows of three
pillars each, dividing the entire space into
twelve domed sections representing the
twelve Apostles. Of the twelve domes, five
are raised higher to form a Greek cross on
the roof. Three domes are concealed by the
roof and are not visible from the outside.
The interior of the church and the porch
are painted by the skilful hands of four
Macedonian painters. Dimitrij Andonov
Papradiski
has
enriched
canonical
compositions including “The Sermon of
St. Paul” with many local details such as
clothing.
Today the thousand year old monastery
is a parochial seat in the Diocese of Polog
and Kumanovo. Its monastic quarters and
a grand dining room, as well as other
auxiliary buildings testify to a dynamic
monastic life. The monastery is open to
pilgrims, visitors, and tourists. Usually they
come to venerate the miraculous relics of
St. Joakim. The feast of the temple is on
August 29th. It is interesting to mention
that since the monastery didn’t have one
official ktitor, or donor, the people of
Kriva Palanka proudly say that it was built
and rebuilt through the efforts of many
ordinary local persons. The monastery
hosts various cultural events including the
“St. Joakim Osogovski” International Art
Colony, Summer School for Architecture,
and Colony of the Association of Wood
Carvers.
•
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“Absolutely Modern”
Literary Residency, Skopje 2013/2014

G

oten Publishing, a small but
active and innovative publishing
house, has initiated Skopje’s
first writers-in-residence program called
“Absolutely Modern”. Literary residency
is a cultural exchange format well-known
in many countries throughout the world,
but Macedonia is one of the last countries
to embrace it. “Absolutely Modern” is a
regional programme open to writers and
translators from South-Eastern Europe.
The fellowship includes one-month stay
in a fully equipped apartment in central
Skopje chosen jointly with “Dobredojde”
Welcome Macedonia Centre that has
become a partner in the initiative and
opened its premises to the new cultural
programme.
The concept of “absolutely modern”
echoes the famous saying of the French
writer Arthur Rimbaud, “Il faut être
absolument moderne”. Goten invites
writers who are innovative, experimental,
and treat contemporary themes in their
works. The overall aim of the residency
is to enable the contemporary European
authors and translators to get better
acquainted with the literary, cultural,
and social situation in Macedonia, and
particularly in Skopje, while at the same
time to let the local audiences get to know
the best of the European literary scene.
The writers will also have presentations
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in Ohrid, Bitola or Tetovo. A presentation
in another regional capital (Pristina,
Belgrade or Sofia) would also be part of
the programme.
The idea of this project emerged from
Goten’s continuing cooperation with
the Traduki Network, a major regional
program for translations from and into
German, and exchange with German
speaking countries. Similar programmes
already exist in Split, Pristina, Sarajevo
and Belgrade. The initiators perceived a
need for such a programme for Skopje,
as no cultural residency programme has
ever existed in Macedonia. This situation
put Macedonian writers as well as the
whole literary scene in jeopardy of relative
isolation. While Macedonian writers do
take part in many international residency
programs, the local literary scene
lacks fresh outside opinions for which
international residence programmes are
so valued. The presence of foreign writers
and intellectuals, with the heightened
media attention and public awareness,
would improve the overall cultural climate
and enliven the local cultural debate. The
organizers plan to have up to twelve
fellowships per year and to establish
links with other residency centres in the
region and in the rest of Europe.
The first authors that would stay in
Skopje for three months this autumn
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are Daria Zilic from Croatia, Dusko
Novakovic from Serbia and Bekim
Sejranovic, a Bosnian based in Slovenia.
Darija Zilic is a Croatian poet, journalist
and literary critic. Her latest books are Dance,
Modesty, Dance (poems, 2010), Muse
out of the Ghetto (essays, 2010), Parallel
Gardens (interviews, 2010) and Nomads
and Hybrids (essays, 2011).

Dusko Novakovic is a poet. He was
born in 1948 in Titograd, Yugoslavia.
His father was a pilot and radio operator
in the British Royal Air Force during
the Second World War. His paternal
ancestors from the Aegean area settled
in Macedonia, in Strumica, having stayed
for some time on the Greek island of
Thasos, and, then, in Thessaloniki. While
working for the Yugoslav Airlines he
was also poetry editor at a number of
newspapers and magazines inlcuding The
Literary Word, Literature, Literary
Gazette, Here. His books have been
translated into many languages. His
poems have been included in numerous
national and international anthologies,
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most recently in the anthology The Horse
Has Eight Legs edited and translated by
the renowned American poet of Serbian
origin Charles Simic. He has received
numerous awards including: Milan Rakić,
Mlada Struga, Zmaj, Branko Miljković,
Disova, Danica Marković, Đura Jakšić,
Vasko Popa and Risto Ratković Awards.
Bekim Sejranovic was born in
1970 in Brcko. He attended a nautical
school and majored in Croatian Studies
in Rijeka. Working as a translator since
1993, he has lived in Norwegian Oslo
and on the Croatian island of Hvar.
Since 2008 he has been a member of
the Norwegian Writers’ Association (Den
Norske Forfatterforening), and in 2011 he
became a member of the Croatian Society
of Writers (HDP). All his books have been
written in the Croatian language and
afterwards translated and published in
Norway (Forlag Bokvennen, Oslo). The
novel Nigdje, niotkuda (Nowhere, from
Nowhere) has won the Mesa Selimovic
Prize for the best published novel in 2008
in the region of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia, Serbia, and Montenegro. It has
since gone through several editions. The
novel Ljepsi kraj (Most Beautiful Ending)
first published in 2010 in Croatia, Bosnia,
Serbia, and afterwards also in Slovenian,
and Norwegian will be published in the
Czech Republic and Macedonia in 2013.
The novel received exceptionally positive
feedback and reached the final rounds of
the Jutarnji List Prize and Mesa Selimovic
Prize in 2011.
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When Excellence
Is the Best Identity

The Turkish Theatre of Skopje is a most
interesting cultural institution and the only
professional theatre of its kind outside
Turkey. It was established in 1949 and
over more than six decades of its existence
it has become one of the best theatres in
the country regardless of the fact that it is
minority-based. Its performances received
important awards, and the theatre has
grown professionals, such as directors,
actors and technicians, who are regularly
invited to other theatres and productions
in Macedonia and abroad. The theatre
has its faithful audience in Skopje, and
is often invited to guest performances,
festivals and on tours. One of the burning
issues for the theatre is the lack of its own
building. The question became urgent
after the theatre became an independent
institution in 2006, and the stage it had
been sharing with the twin institution,
Albanian Theatre, became too small for
the two growing troupes. The Ministry of
Culture has planned a new three-storey
building with two stages, a bookshop
and café. The administrative formalities
completed, it is hoped that the Turkish
Theatre would move to their new home
by the end of 2014.
22
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by Jasmina Mazgalieva

The theatre has its roots in the 19th
century, when Skopje and Macedonia
were still part of the Ottoman Empire. It
was a time when the modernization of the
Empire was going on, and the European
cultural traditions had a strong influence
over the Turkish intelligentsia. Istanbul
was the centre of new projects, but
the other European Ottoman cities like
Thessaloniki, Skopje and Bitola also took
the first steps towards creating a theatre
culture of their own. As the cultural
monotony of the provincial cultural life was
challenged by touring theatre companies,
a need for a specialized theatre building
emerged. The idea was realized when
Mahmut Sefket Pasa educated at the
Berlin Military Academy became Skopje
governor (Vali). The first Turkish theatre
was thus established in 1906. The building
was located in the city centre, where the
Macedonian National Theatre is located at
present. The new building housed not only
theatre performances, but also cinema
shows, balls and various celebrations. The
hall had over twenty lodges and was lit
by gas-lamps. Coffee was prepared in the
lodges and outside the building. Salep
and boza sellers circulated between
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the lodges and the gallery. Designed in
Dusseldorf, the theatre interior was richly
decorated. The archives inform us about
regular touring and guest performances.
The theatre had its own mobile cinema
projector. Consuls used the hall for their
receptions and festivities.
During the Young Turk Revolution in
1908 the theatre was used as a gathering
place for the revolutionary and progressive
forces.
Those
young
intellectuals
formed the first amateur group that
used the theatre building to stage their
performances. Some of the plays were
written by local authors like Kemal-Beg.
His patriotically inspired The Fatherland
or Silistra communicating the feelings
of the new, modern, Turkey to the local
inhabitants was enthusiastically received.
All the Turkish high officials as well as
the European consuls present in the
city saw the show. After the Revolution,
the theatre continued with its cultural
program, which included circus, jugglers,
karagoz theater, and guest performances
of professional theatres from Belgrade and
Sofia. In 1909, the Serbian Royal People’s
Theatre staged the popular play Kostana
evoking grand ovations, singing and tears
in the audience.
Between the two wars, the Ottoman
rule collapsed, and the newly formed
Turkish minority continued to pursue its
theatrical interest at ad-hoc locations such
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

as schools, halls, and courtyards, staging
school plays and shows by other amateur
performers. Such amateur activities
continued after the liberation and the
Second World War. The most crucial
year was 1949 when the cultural policy
of Yugoslavia encouraged the formation
of professional theatre troupes of the
minorities. So, following the formation of
the Hungarian Theatre in Vojvodina, and
Albanian Theatre in Pristina, Turkish and
Albanian Theatre was formed in Skopje in
1949. The first generation of professionally
trained actors, directors and managers
became part of the new institution. The
theatre developed a regular programme
with a diverse repertoire cultivating its
own devoted audience. The new building
for the Turkish and Albanian theatre was
built in 1953 and that was another impetus
for the development of the troupe. Fully
professional stage enabled the theatre
to become widely known in Macedonia
and Yugoslavia, receiving many awards
at festivals, performing in other towns,
inviting guests from the other theatres
from Yugoslavia, as well as from Turkey.
In the new cultural ferment of the 21st
century the theatre is eagerly waiting the
new building, which would support its
further growth.
(abridged from a research
monograph by Risto Stefanovski)
•
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Forgotten Craft

By Jasmina Mazgalieva

Many women regularly visit well-known
shops in remote corners of the Old Skopje
Bazaar looking for cheap but beautiful
imported silks. The silk available at the
bazaar is of an excellent quality as the
merchants have long traditions of trade
with Turkey and other countries of Asia
where silk is being produced. What the
customers do not know is that in the
past silk production was one of the most
important occupations in Macedonia,
and almost every family grew silkworm.
Macedonian silk was an important trade
article, and in the 19th century silk business
contributed to the appearance of the rich
class of Macedonian tradesmen who led
the national awakening and were at the
forefront of the forming of the modern
national sentiment.
The method of cultivation of silkworm
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and silk processing was a special secret skill
which was carefully fostered and handed
down from generation to generation.
Now it is totally lost, although there are
some grandmothers who remember how
in their early childhood they were also
included in the process of cultivation
and manufacture. No doubt, they would
be happy to witness an old craft revival
initiative that would restore this craft, at
least for the purposes of cultural tourism.
Silk is animal fibre produced by
silkworm. There are two types of
silkworm: wild and cultivated. Hair of the
wild silkworm has a rough structure and is
solid brown, as opposed to the yellow to
gray thread of the cultivated variety. Wild
silkworm lives and feeds on oak wood,
and its natural environments are in India,
China and Japan. Cultivated production
blossomed in Macedonia primarily
due to its relative simplicity. Between
insemination and mature cocoon there is
a period of approximately forty days, so
that the silkworm afforded a relatively fast
income to a family, while also allowing the
cultivating families to be engaged in other
activities, silk remaining a side business.
The processing of silk was women’s
work. Maybe because cultivating silkworm
requires a lot of care. From egg to moth,
their life span is only two months. During
that period, they go through four stages
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of development: egg, larva, cocoon and
moth. The eggs are kept cold for about six
days, and then soaked in hot water and air
dried. From each egg a small white larva
emerges eating countless times more
mulberry leaves than its weight. During
this phase the silk worm moults a few
times. At the end of the month the larva
stops eating, attaches to a piece of straw
placed in front of it and begins spinning
a cocoon, creating a long continuous
fibre strand that we know as silk. The
next 15 to 20 days the larvae sleep inside
the cocoon. It was at this stage that the
women’s skilled work started. They used
hot water to kill the pupae and degum the
silk and separate the fibres to make them
ready for spinning.
Silk production emerged in China and
is a very old craft. The oldest silk sheets
and pieces of clothing found date back
several thousand years. The Chinese kept
the secret of breeding silkworm, and the
secret of manufacturing the fabric from
its fibre, for over two millennia. Exporting
live silkworms from China was considered
a greatest crime. However, Chinese
immigrants spread it all over Asia. But it
did not go further, except by means of
trade in finished goods. Caravans carrying
silk regularly crossed India, Persia and
Turkestan. Archaeologists found silk even
on an Egyptian mummy.
The silk worm appeared in Macedonia
when it was part of the Byzantine Empire.
According to a legend, Justinian I,
Byzantine Emperor (527-565), persuaded
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

two Persian soldiers who had lived for some
time in China to return there and smuggle
silkworm to Constantinople. They did it by
concealing some worms in bamboo sticks.
This happened around the year 550. But
open silk production began only in the 16th
century, as the secret of silk was jealously
guarded for centuries, so that weaving
and silk trade remained a royal monopoly.
Best weaving workshops were housed in
the palace complex in Constantinople,
and the cloth produced there was used
exclusively for royal garments and gifts
to foreign dignitaries. Little by little, silk
production spread and put down roots in
many areas. In Italy Venetian merchants
traded silk and encouraged its cultivation.
By the 13th century Italian silk became an
important part of national commerce.
In Macedonia, the south-eastern towns
of Strumica, Valandovo and Gevgelija also
became known for the production of silk.
All pre-World-War-Two houses in the small
town of Bogdanci are built to the same
pattern perfectly adapted to practicing
the once most widespread craft in this
region: silkworm cultivation. Each house
entrance faces south. In the front of the
house there is a slightly elevated spacious
porch open to all three sides. Behind the
porch there are family rooms and one
special large room called the ‘house’ for
the cultivation of silkworm. The roof and
ceiling over the porch and rooms are made
in such a way that the ‘house’ has just the
right ventilation needed for the worms.
The whole town used to be surrounded
by mulberry plantations resembling a
floating green carpet. But in late April the
plantations turned ochre because of the
silkworm eating the leaves.
Yet, with the post-war industrialization
this old craft was left to die with people
cutting down the vast plantations. Today,
if you pass through the region, you will see
only few mulberry trees standing here and
there as mute witnesses to the extinction
of silk craft in Macedonia.
•
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Sister and Brother Moon:
Moon in Macedonian Mythology
By Jasmina Mazgalieva

W

hile featuring in the
mythologies of many
peoples, moon has
a special place in
Macedonian tradition.
As Macedonian night sky is usually
cloudless, the moon clearly reveals its
shape regardless of the phase. From dusk
till dawn round and yellowish moon is well
visible. Very often, even in daylight, next
to the sun, one can see the crescent or
disc of the moon. Many folk songs have
been composed in honour of the moon.
It is a companion to the lone wanderers,
unhappy lovers, but also to all those who
are in search of their love or up against
some obstacles.
Beliefs connected with the moon go
back to the beginnings of the ancient
Slavs’ pagan mythology. In opposition
to the sun that rules the day, the moon
appears as the ruler of the night, darkness
and death. Thus, the moon is directly
related to the dead, the souls of the dead
26
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and the ancestors. Sometimes the moon
is perceived as a place of their residence,
thus becoming a symbol of immortality,
happiness and protection against the
demons of the lower worlds. The moon
can be of both sexes: male and female.
In traditional Macedonian representations
even the cyclic changes of the moon got
bisexual connotations that are reflected in
the linguistic forms: luna, the full moon,
is of the female gender, while mesec, the
crescent, is male.
The variability of the moon has shaped
popular beliefs about it. Different phases
of the moon - its growth, disappearance,
and reappearance are associated with
different events in the agricultural cycle
and human life. When a thin sickle of the
waxing moon appears in the sky, there
begins a new period of growth, which
beneficially affects everything that grows
on earth. So, the Macedonian people,
whose livelihood has traditional depended
on farming, respect the young moon.
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New moon is believed to be a good time
to start any new project. Then the fields
are planted, transplanted, weddings and
engagements take place, and foundations
of new houses are laid. Traditional beliefs
even prescribe and prohibit certain
behaviours on certain days of the new
moon. Thus, weddings take place only on
Wednesdays. And on the first Thursday of
the new moon it is prohibited to wash.
When the moon is full everything moves
forward. When it is waning everything
moves back. It is believed that the moon
has a regulating effect on human and
animal fertility. Many folk songs reflect this
motif. According to one of the beliefs Sun
and Moon were brother and sister that
didn’t know each other and fell in love;
their mother then placed a cursed on them
that they would never see each other.
The only day in the year when they are
allowed to meet is the summer solstice,
22 June (or 7th July, according to the old
Julian calendar still in use in Macedonian
Orthodox Church). On this day falls
the feast of St. John the Baptist. Young
unmarried girls eagerly await the day of
the meeting of the celestial lovers, for
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

their own future fiancé may be revealed in
a dream the following night.
In the southern Slavic tradition, the
moon appears on ritual breads more

frequently than any other celestial symbol,
which shows its important role as an
agricultural symbol, but also its connection
to immortality. Embodying the constant
renewal in nature, the moon symbolises
human hope for immortality. The deepest
meaning of the symbolism of the moon is
that every earthly creature is subject to
the law of constant change - the growth
and development followed by death – and
the promise of rebirth and eternal life.
•
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Extravagantly
Red and Healthy

A

lthough Macedonia is a
landlocked country in the
heart of the Balkans, thanks
to the river valleys, southeastern parts of the country
have Mediterranean climate. This is why
the regions around Gevgelija, Dojran and
Valandovo have fruits and plants which
appear exotic to the rest of the country
and to our northern neighbours. Among
these plants are figs, olives, pistachios,
palm trees and pomegranates, known
here by their Slavic name, kalinka. The
Macedonian home of kalinka is the town
of Valandovo.
But where does this exotic plant come from?
The pomegranate (punica granatum)
is a fruit-bearing deciduous shrub or
small tree growing between 5 and 8
28
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meters tall. It originated in Iran and
has been cultivated since ancient times.
Carbonized shell of the fruit has been
identified in Early Bronze Age levels
of Jericho in the West Bank, as well as in
Late Bronze Age levels of Hala Sultan
Tekke in Cyprus. A large dry pomegranate
was found in the tomb of Djehuty, the
butler of Queen Hatshepsut in Egypt.
Pomegranate spread over the Middle
East,
the
Mediterranean
Europe,
the Caucasus, Africa, India and the drier
parts of Southeast Asia. The pomegranate
has been mentioned in many ancient,
notably Babylonian, texts, in the Book of
Exodus, Homeric Hymns and the Quran.
In the Eastern Orthodox Church,
pomegranate seeds may be used in a dish
prepared for memorial services as a symbol
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of the sweetness of the heavenly kingdom.
According to the Quran, pomegranates
grow in the gardens of paradise.
In the Northern Hemisphere, the fruit
is typically in season from September to
February. In the Southern Hemisphere,
the pomegranate is in season from March
to May. The harvest days in Valandovo
are in early October. They coincide with
the commemoration of a big First World
War battle, and many Greek and Serbian
veterans used to arrive to Valandovo
wearing their medals and depart bearing
the red fruit.
Kalinka flowers are bright red.
The edible fruit is a berry with a thick
reddish skin. The number of seeds in a
pomegranate varies from about 200 to
about 1400. Each seed has a surrounding
water-laden pulp and the edible aril,
ranging in colour from white to deep red or
purple. After the pomegranate is opened
the arils (seed casings) are separated from
the peel and internal white membranes. A
very effective way to quickly harvest the
arils is to cut the pomegranate in half,
make four to six incisions on each half
cutting through the hard skin, then hold
the pomegranate half skin side up over a
bowl and smack it with a large spoon. The
arils should eject from the pomegranate
directly into the bowl, leaving only a dozen
or so deeply embedded arils to remove
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one by one.
The entire seed is
consumed raw, though
the juicy, tasty aril is
the desired part. The
taste differs depending
on the subspecies of
pomegranate
and
its
ripeness. Pomegranate is
rich in vitamins C and K,
and contains polyphenols.
Pomegranate arils are an
excellent source of dietary
fibre, all of which is
contained in the edible
seeds. Therefore, people who choose
to discard the seeds forfeit nutritional
benefits of the fibre.
Pomegranates are used in cooking,
baking, making juices, smoothies and
alcoholic beverages. Pomegranate juice is
most famous among Valandovo inhabitants,
and juicing pomegranates is a traditional
October activity for each family, alongside
making ajvar and rakija. Pomegranate
juice can be very sweet or sour, but most
fruits are moderate in taste, with sour
notes coming from the acidic tannins. The
juice is widely used by the canned and
frozen fruit industry. Recently there have
appeared new culinary uses for the arils,
which are added to salads, sauces for fish
and beef, ice cream and used to make
cake fillings. The rind of the fruit and the
bark of the pomegranate tree are used
as traditional remedies against diarrhoea,
dysentery and intestinal parasites.
All the cultural events in Valandovo, such
as the art colony and the folk festival, carry
kalinka fruit as their emblem. The art of
many contemporary artists coming from
the region is inspired by it. A big canvas
representing kalinka amidst the abstract
elements of existence by Kostadin Tancev,
one of the most renowned Macedonian
visual artist, has centre stage in Valandovo
Cultural Centre. Many neo-folk songs are
also inspired by the fruit.
•
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Three Rooms for Two
Olivera Kjorveziroska
Olivera Kjorveziroska was born in 1965 in
Kumanovo. She has completed the primary
and secondary education in her native city, and
graduated from the Faculty of Philology in Skopje.
She has written the following books:
“Kiflickata Mirna”/Mirna the Bun and
“Mojot brat od trinaesettiot kat” /My
Brother from the Thirteenth Floor, novels
for children;
“Stradanjata na mladiot lektor”/Sorrows
of the Young Proof Reader and “(S)pleteni raskazi”/(Inter)woven
Stories, short stories;
“Otvoraat li snistata rabota”/Do Dreams Make Work, criticism and
essays
“Dedo Mile” (Grandpa Mile), picture book for preschool children.
Her first novel “Zaklucenoto telo na Lu”/Locked Body of Lou had
excellent reviews, which opened the doors for the even more successful second
novel “Dve pernici”/Two Pillows.
Her stories have been translated into Serbian, Slovene, Turkish, English, Czech and
Hungarian. Her works have been included in a number of anthologies of Macedonian
short stories published both in Macedonia and abroad.
Korvezirovska received a “Nova Makedonija” Award for Best Short Story for “Struskiot
klavir”/Struga Piano in 2001; and “Stale Popov” Award for Best Book of Prose in
2003 for her short story collection “(S)pleteni raskazi”/(Inter)woven Stories.
She lives and works in Skopje.
“This is what happened,” I told my
husband, trying to release his eyes glued
to the newspaper.
“So?” he answered mechanically
not being able to detach himself from his
favourite section.
“So?! You don’t think it’s enough
that they always take three rooms, and
there are two of them?”
“So what?”
“Three rooms for two and so what?”
“They have the money, so they take
as many rooms as they want.”
“Three for two?”
“So why not?”
I tried several more times to develop
the same dialogue, unsuccessfully of
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course, and then I gave up on the idea to
provoke any interest in my husband, fully
plunging into my thoughts as of why two
people could possibly take three rooms.
I had realised long ago that nothing in this
world is an accident. The dates we were
born on, the jewellery that we wear or not
wear, where we go for a holiday and how.
I mean in how many rooms. Everything
is written in the nature according to
someone’s precisely taken measure. As
a matter of fact, our huge villa that we
had built in Lagadin in some agony, not
even thinking why we needed it, the two
of us alone. A silent voice came from the
unknown depths of the lake that there was
a secret connection between our villa and
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the three rooms of our regular guests. I
remembered that ten years ago when we
decided to make something in Lagadin at
the place that was a gift from my parents,
and was there unused since our wedding,
my husband insisted so much that the villa
be huge, exactly like it is today. “Why do
you need it”, said both the builders and
the engineer who made the design that
we constantly changed, always adding,
never taking away, and my husband just
said “I want it” and full stop. He “wanted”
so much that the villa be huge that I start
to wonder if it was in some connection
with the three rooms of the two Dobrići –
Ena and Ante from Zagreb.
“Where are they now?” my husband
asked me, finally closing the newspaper.
“Ena is probably walking along the
beach to Peštani and back, and Ante is
over there, smoking and staring at the
lake.”
“How long are they staying?’
“As always. From 1 July to 1 August.
They’re mid way now.”
“And they don’t even open the third
room?” he asked absent-mindedly looking
through the window.
“What are you looking at?”
“I want to see Ante... Oh, yes, there
he is...”
“No,” I answered, and he turned
towards me startled and asked me:
“No what?”
“They don’t open the third room.”
“Ohhh, that,” he ended the
conversation silently, and I started
recognising clear traces of understanding
of the custom of Dobrići in his silence. I
wanted to propose that we go to the beach
or to Peštani, but I don’t want to do it with
words. I can’t manage to do it in another
way, so I run away from my wish to the
kitchen and I dive into food, food, food...
When we used to live in Skopje and we
only passed the summers in Lagadin, I
had a woman who took care of the rooms
of the guests. The rooms... It started all
of a sudden, and soon got the features of
something that had always been done...
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

The woman was so hard working that she
even managed to take care of our part,
that is, of the rooms we had never rented.
I enjoyed the laziness just as I enjoy the
thousands of obligations now. I decided
to do everything myself not to think of
what was hurting me more and more. The
first summer when we made more money
renting rooms in Lagadin than we made
in Skopje for a year we decided to move
here for good. So, we became faithful
neighbours of a piece of the lake that we
shared with many tourists in the summer,
but it was mostly ours in fall and in winter.
I remember clearly when Ena and Ante
came for the first time, it was winter. “Are
there any rooms free?” “There are as
many as you want. There is no living soul
in Lagadin.’ We took them through the villa
and they chose the rooms they wanted
themselves, the very same ones that they
would always stay in. They didn’t even ask
how much they were, or how the heating
was. There was no heating, of course,
and they were not expensive. They never
came in winter again. Only then. All the
other times they came to Lagadin from 1
July to 1 August. To the same rooms we
always kept for them. Even if they did not
call in time to reserve them, I was sure we
would not give them to anybody else. It
felt as if they belonged to them.
“Maybe they keep something secret
in the third room,” I said, not expecting an
answer from my husband. “Or they use it
for some rituals.”
My husband left his crossword
puzzle at my last word and with his pen
in his hand and a mild irony in his voice,
he said:
“Such as?”
“Such as, such as... I don’t know.
They speak with the dead, with the
unknown... Maybe they have some
strange power.”
“Yeah, sure! If they had any power
they would not hang around Lagadin for
a month.” His allusion hit me and the
pain I always carried in my soul became
unbearable. My knees bent.
•
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“You want to say that...”
“No!” he interrupted me diving into
his crossword puzzle, while our villa fell on
our heads, larger and emptier than ever.
After this, I forbade myself to think
about the third room. The shadow of its
understanding that my husband threw in
front of me mercilessly hurt too much. I
removed Dobrići from my everyday life
and with somehow lighter eyes I looked
at the lake getting out of one season and
readily entering another. The terraces
of our villa that were almost hanging
above its blue colour almost every day
gave me tons of joy like an endless water
surface: once perfectly smooth as a
mirror, another time upset like a woman in
love. Very rarely, when a sad or rainy day
would come, the surface of the lake also
swallowed the sky, and the terraces of our
villa hung above a double endlessness.
I started to understand. Lagadin could
not change my landscape, but it could
always splash it with clear lake water. My
husband calmly read the papers and I felt
no need for conversation. I had perfected
the communication with his silence to
absolute quietude that could briefly be
disturbed only by some restless lake wave.
“Maria, let’s go to the beach, or to
Peštani,” he proposes, certain that he
would be refused. “When have you ever
been on the beach with snow, huh?” he
finished his tower joyfully following the
fragile snowflakes that dance between the
lake and us.
“Maybe we’ll find some fish in
Peštani...”
“Once the winter is over, we’ll go.”
I say. “We’ll go everywhere.” I am saying
things that I don’t believe in, and he
knows, but he does not confront me with
my own deceit.
“As you wish.” He lights a cigarette
and gets back to his crossword puzzle.
Lagadin is the unfinished word in our
lives that unites the biggest truth and
the biggest lie in the beautiful villa
with a view on the lake. Horizontally
viewed, the sun will shine again fast,
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very fast, Dobrići will come from Zagreb,
from 1 July to 1 August and vertically:
the villa that hang above both of our
heads will become bigger and bigger.
Everything became different than it was.
The lake brought some otherness to the air
with the first summer days and I could not
have enough of it. I knew that something
had happened, but I could not say what.
The spring had already rolled towards the
summer, and nothing happened according
to its regular order. The people from
Zagreb did not call to confirm their usual
reservation for the three rooms, which, of
course we did not give to other people.
A day before 1 July, I cleaned them
thoroughly, I washed the terraces, I aired
the blankets, Ena was a clean woman: I
even washed the curtains. I wanted to
be ready for them, regardless of the fact
that they had not announced their arrival.
I knew they would come and... they did.
The same car, the same roof storage, the
same registration plate, the boxer glove of
beautiful leather at the rear-view mirror.
However, Ena and Ante were not the
same. They had a carriage with a baby
whose eyes were even bluer than the
lake. He barely had two months.
“Madam Maria, we made it!” said
Ena, and I took them to their three rooms
smiling.
“Sorry we didn’t call, but... now we
only need two rooms,” said Ante happily,
and I and my husband who walked behind
me found out everything at the same
moment: The third room was for the same
emptiness inside their lives because of
which we built our huge villa in Lagadin.
“You know, Madam Maria, Matej
is in a way... from Lagadin.”I knew, but
I didn’t tell her anything, I just gently
touched her hand, feeling an unbearable
wish to turn the villa into a small shack
on the coast filled with children’s voices.
A wave of clear lake water splashed us all.
Translated from Macedonian by:
Elizabeta Bakovska
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Self-Defence in Daily Life:
Do We Need It?
By Emil Jotov, Self-Defence Academy/
Akademija za Samoodbrana, Skopje
Some of the questions which many
people and especially parents ask about
self-defence are: Do I or my children
need self-defence training? Do I need to
be especially fit or strong to successfully
protect myself from danger? Can the
training be fun for me and my kids? Would
resistance to a stronger attacker put me in
an even more dangerous situation?
We will try to answer these questions one
by one while introducing our Self-Defence
Academy/Akademija za samoodbrana.
Opening the Self-Defence Academy we
had these aims in mind: improve the
general safety of our students, improve
their health and fitness as well as offer
advice on nutrition. Our instruction is fun
and suitable for participants without any
previous knowledge or special physical
training of any kind, including children.
In our experience, proper self-defence
training improves the general fitness,
rapidly increases self-confidence, greatly
increases the chances to escape unharmed
from a dangerous situation, such as an
attack or robbery, increases flexibility and
provides knowledge of one’s body which
can rarely be found in other systems of
training. Thus, we can say that proper
self-defence training makes us happier,
stronger and more efficient.
A trained person will know that openly
wearing an expensive necklace or carrying
an opened handbag in a crowded area
may make one a target of an attack. Selfdefence is not only physical training but
also improving awareness. And we put a
great emphasis on prevention. Successful
self-defence training in the majority of
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cases will lead us out of danger without
any real physical contact just because
our awareness is improved. Additionally,
if need be, a trained person can deploy
any of the plethora of efficient and proven
techniques to ensure safe escape from
most types of assaults.
Although very useful for men, our
experience shows that self-defence training
is also highly beneficial for women and
children. A mother will feel much safer
knowing the capabilities and limits of her
body, her learned self-defence techniques
enhanced by the training of her kids. A
trained child will be much more capable to
protect him- or herself from violence in the
school – most often without any physical
contact just due to improved strength and
self-confidence. We strongly believe than
any family should spend some time in
learning the most efficient techniques of
evasion, protection as well as simple attack
moves as a way to minimize the chances of
being robbed or harmed in an incident.
For persons who are not generally fit
or physically strong, proper self-defence
training can play a profound and crucial
role in improving their general wellbeing
through increased strength, flexibility,
better body shape and general fitness.
Awareness of how we gradually lose
excess weight, acquire better mental and
physical shape and the feeling that every
day we look fitter and stronger improves
our life. Our feeling of wellness, confidence
and self-satisfaction is then easily radiated
to others.
We can therefore confidently say that
proper self-defence training gives to any
individual regardless of sex and age a way
to acquire ultimate strength, beauty and
universal freedom.
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ar Wenn du in Gefahr bist, wehre dich!
n
i
em
Anleitung zum Selbstschutz

Jeder von uns hat davon in den Medien gehört, kennt vielleicht jemanden persönlich oder ist
selber mal Opfer von Belästigung oder sogar Gewalt geworden. Gewaltdelikte haben in den
letzten Jahren stark zugenommen, unabhängig von Region, Geschlecht, Alter, Bildung. Diese
Tatsache lässt die Notwendigkeit entstehen, diese Übergriffe durch mögliche Prävention,
Aufklärung und Beratung, mit Hilfe von Selbstverteidigungstechniken, möglichst zu
verhindern.
Inhalte dieses Seminars sind:
• Prävention
• Gefahren erkennen und einschätzen (awareness)
• In welchen Situationen sollte man sich verteidigen
• Bin ich ein Opfer typ?
• Sind die gelernten Selbstverteidigungstechniken immer erfolgreich?
• Techniken gegen verschiedene Angriﬀe
• Eigene Bodenlage
• Richtige Ausführung von Faustschlägen, Ellenbogen- und Kniestöße, Fußtritte
• Techniken mit herkömmlichen Hilfsmitteln wie
z.B. Handtasche, Regenschirm, Kugelschreiber
• U.w.
Nach dem Seminar sind die Teilnehmer herzlich zu
einem Healthy-Snack eingeladen (im Preis inkludiert),
eine kleine wohlverdiente Kräftigung nach dem Seminar, und haben so auch die Möglichkeit zu Gesprächen
mit den Referenten, zwischen den Teilnehmern, regem
Erfahrungsaustausch und einem gemütlichen Beisammensein.
Wann:
Uhrzeit:
Wo:
Anmeldeschluss:
Seminargebühr:

w

26. und 27. Oktober 2013
von 09:00 – 12:00 Uhr
DMWC, Alzhirska bb, Skopje
23.
w w Oktober
. d m w c2013
. o r g . m k •
€ 40,- (mit Healthy-Snack)
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Bitte beachten:
Es werden nur schriftliche Anmeldungen an:
contact@dmwc.org.mk
berücksichtigt.
Gruppengröße: max. 15 Teilnehmer
Mindestalter: 15 Jahre
Keine Vorkenntnisse erforderlich.
Leichte Sportbekleidung (Jogging
Hose, T-Shirt, saubere Socken)
eKeine
m b eHaftung
r 2 0 1des
3 Veranstalters
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